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Goal: Leverage Both Knowledge Sources

Knowledge sources

Pre-trained Language Model (LM) Knowledge Graph (KG)

Broad 
Coverage

Structured & 
Interpretable

[Devlin+19; Liu+19; 
Brown+20; ….] [Bollacker+08; Speer+16]
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How to Use the KG Node Scores? 

Option 1.   Prune KG nodes
    →  Can improve model efficiency (time/space)

Option 2.   Incorporate as auxiliary feature of KG node
    →  General way to weight information on KG. We’ll do this in our GNN
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Experimental Setup

QA Datasets
● CommonsenseQA: reasoning with 

commonsense knowledge
Train / Dev / Test   8500 / 1221 / 1241

● OpenBookQA: reasoning with 
elementary science knowledge
Train / Dev / Test   4957 / 500 / 500

Which of these would let the most heat travel 
through?

(A) a new pair of jeans
(B) a steel spoon in a cafeteria
(C) a cotton candy at a store
(D) a calvi klein cotton hat

What do people typically do while playing guitar?

(A) cry
(B) hear sounds
(C) singing
(D) arthritis
(E) making music

[Talmor+18] [Mihaylov+18]



Experimental Setup

Knowledge graph:
   ConceptNet (English)  [Liu+04; Speer+16]

~800,000 nodes
17 relation types

KG processing
● Link entities in the question to KG
● Extract a subgraph of 2-hop paths 



Experimental Setup

Compared systems
● Fine-tuned LM

RoBERTa  [Liu+19]

● Previous LM+KG models
+  RelNet  [Santoro+17]
+  KagNet  [Lin+19]
+  MHGRN  [Feng+20]

Difference: QA-GNN
1.  Uses the KG node score (relevance given the question)
2.  Mutually updates the LM and KG representations



Results

● CommonsenseQA: reasoning with 
commonsense knowledge

● OpenBookQA: reasoning with 
elementary science knowledge

LM Previous LM+KG LM Previous LM+KG

QA-GNN
(Ours)

QA-GNN
(Ours)

Improved performance on two QA tasks



Ablation Study

Graph Connection Dev Acc. 
No edge between Z and KG nodes 74.81
Connect Z to all KG nodes 76.38
Connect Z to QA entity nodes (final) 76.54

Relevance scoring Dev Acc. 
Nothing 75.56
w/ contextual embedding 76.31
w/ relevance score (final) 76.54
w/ both 76.52

GNN Attention & Message (§3.3) Dev Acc. 
Node type, relation, score-aware (final) 76.54
- type-aware 75.41
- relation-aware 75.61
- score-aware 75.56

GNN Layers (§3.3) Dev Acc. 
L = 3 75.53
L = 4 76.34
L = 5  (final) 76.54
L = 6 76.21
L = 7 75.96

Close to the previous LM+KG models
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● Node scoring tends to help when 
retrieved KG is big

● Joint graph tends to help when 
question has negation
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Case Study: Robust Reasoning (Entity Substitution)
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Example  (Original taken from CommonsenseQA Dev) RoBERTa Prediction Our Prediction

[Original]  If it is not used for hair, a round brush is an example of what?   
                                            A. hair brush   B. art supply

A. hair brush (✗) B. art supply (✓)

[Negation flip]  If it is used for hair, a round brush is an example of what?  A. hair brush (✓ just no 
change?) A. hair brush (✓)

[Entity change]  If it is not used for  art  a round brush is an example of what?   A. hair brush (✓ just no 
change?) A. hair brush (✓)

[Original]  If you have to read a book that is very dry you may become what?  
                                            A. interested   B. bored

B. bored (✓) B. bored (✓)

[Negation ver 1]  If you have to read a book that is very dry you may not become 
what? B. bored (✗) A. interested (✓)

[Negation ver 2]  If you have to read a book that is not dry you may become 
what? B. bored (✗) A. interested (✓)

[Double negation]  If you have to read a book that is not dry you may not 
become what?

B. bored (✓ just no 
change?) A. interested (✗)

Case Study: Robust Reasoning (More Examples)



Takeaways

Problem: Question answering using language models and knowledge graphs

Innovations of QA-GNN
1.  Use language models to score KG node relevance conditioned on a question. 

A general method to weight information on KG (“soft” retrieval or pruning)
2.  Joint Reasoning with LM and KG: connect the LM (text) and KG to form a joint 

graph, and mutually update their representations with GNN

Insights
● Node scoring: tends to help when retrieved KG is big and noisy
● Joint LM-KG message passing: tends to help when the question requires rich 

reasoning (e.g. negation)
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